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Non Championship Classes

Classes 760 to 762. CANCELLED. NO ENTRIES.

Class 763. ABYSSINIAN ASSESSMENT ADULT
1009 Mrs I Reid, EMARELLE MAFNFRED, (23e), M. 4.11.89. Ch Arolan Rodrigo x Barentu Fawn Fay. Breeder, Mrs Lyall. Also In 920, 966, 976.

Mr Schmitter

Class 764. ASIAN TABBY ADULT, MALE
1010 Mrs N Johnson, VERVAIN CALAMONDIN, (72 45sq), M. 23.3.93. Gr Ch Impromptu James x Baleogo Jive Bunny. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also In 894, 898, 912, 1024.

Mrs Bailey

1011 Mrs J Osborne, MONTANHA DOWNTOWN STRUTTER, (72 45sq), M. 28.11.93. Gr Ch Renjoy Amadeus x Astahazy Zafferana. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also In 894, 898, 911, 912, 918.

Class 765. ASIAN TABBY ADULT, FEMALE
1012 D Boag, MONTANHA PRETTY PRETTY, (72 45sq), F. 28.11.93. Gr Ch Renjoy Amadeus x Astahazy Zafferana. Breeder, Mrs Osborne. Also In 895, 903, 913, 920.

Mrs Bailey

Class 766. ASIAN SMOKE, BURMILLA ADULT, MALE
1013 Mr & Mrs G Dyson, LA SIESTA NEPTUNE, (72 46b), M. 4.5.92. Ch Sleekine Eastern Promise x Astahazy Venezia Julia. Breeder, Exhibitors. Also In 898, 916, 920.

Mrs J Barrett

Class 767. ASIAN SMOKE, BURMILLA ADULT, FEMALE
1014 Mrs J Osborne, MONTANHA EMBRACING SHADOWS, (72 43asq), F. 28.11.93. Gr ch Renjoy Amadeus x Astahazy Zafferana. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also In 895, 899, 911, 913, 918.

Mrs J Barrett

1015 Baroness M Von Kirchberg, ASTAHAZY ZARZUELA, (72 43sq), F. 19.1.92. Lasiesta Nutcracker x Astahazy Zuleika. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also In 895, 899, 909, 916, 918.

1016 Ms J Berns, NAHANI SWEET MANDALAY, (72 43rs), F. 24.3.93. Lyna Nathaniel x Adraylo Prinipessa. Breeder, Mrs Harvey. Also In 903, 906, 908.

Class 768. ASIAN GROUP, TIFFANIE ASSESSMENT ADULT
1017 Mrs T Anthony, GRATHORS GABRIELLA, (68 42sq), F. 16.4.93. Kennbury Jinhoero x Grathors Credemelaacre. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also In 895, 899, 913.

Mrs Wilding

1018 Mrs T Anthony, KENNIBURY TIERRA DEL FUEGO, (68 43bsq), M. 9.10.93. Kibitzer Ishmael x Kennbury Oriana. Breeder, Mrs Lovell. Also In 894, 902, 912.

1019 Mr & Mrs J Trotter, TROT KATZ BLACK MAGNUS, (72), M. 21.7.93. UK Gr Ch Cassiobury Beechnut x Addeish Champlier Jovita. Breeder, Exhibitors. Also In 894, 898, 912, 920, 966.

1020 Mrs M Whitaker, BORONGA BLACK BEZIQUE, (72), F. 21.10.92. Tasstia Dark Mysry x Boronga Black Savahra. Breeder, Mrs Impson. Also In 895, 903, 920.

Class 769. TONKINESE ASSESSMENT ADULT
1021 C Poole, CLARINATH MYSTIC STREGONA, (74c), F. 6.2.93. Adraysh Stormbringer x Artro Lilac Lillet. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also In 899, 907, 909, 913.

Mr D Barrett

1022 Mrs M Wilson, SYLVAKIB EMILY MAYE, (74e), F. 19.7.93. Sylvakib Shamis x Sylvakib Stella Sunbcecm. Breeder, Mrs Kibble. Also In 903, 913, 967.
Ms S Inigo-Jones, EPISCOPUSS EUROPA, (74j), F. 10.6.92. Episcopuss Caesar x Tajens lanthe. Breeder, Dr & Mrs Bishop. Also In 903, 916, 918, 967, 985, 1029. Dr & Mrs T Bishop, EPISCOPUSS CAESAR, (74f), M. 19.3.91. Adhuish Atlas x Adhuish Mali Creme. Breeder, Exhibitors. Also In 898, 916, 920, 985. Dr & Mrs T Bishop, ADHUISH MALI CREME, (74f), F. 21.3.88. Ch Ho Wun Yee x Aduebu Mika Pearl. Breeder, Mr & Mrs Young. Also In 895, 903, 917, 985. Mrs D Burke, ADINNSH WONG MEI, (74d), F. 9.3.93. Addieish Marvellous Mennis x Oakvil Tempura. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also In 895, 899, 910, 913, 920. Miss M Hodgkinson, ADRAYSH HEY FRANKIE, (74c), M. 9.3.91. Ch Sunysphil Allegro x Adixabu Lillymylov. Breeder, Miss Cuthbert. Also In 918, 966, 985. Mrs Z Shacklady, DEELANDO AMADEUS, (74c), M. 24.5.93. Gr Ch Kagura Hazlenut Ice x Shermese Deeland Deelight. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also In 898, 912, 918.

Class 770. CANCELLED. NO ENTRIES.

Foreign Kittens

Class 771a. RUSSIAN BLUE KITTEN (Up to 5 MTHS)  
1029 Mrs Anderson  
Mr & Mrs T Curtis, CURTILLA KARINA, (16a), F. 28.8.94. Ch Ardam Danilin x Ch Denillanne Tsara. Breeder, Exhibitors. Also In 931, 939, 1021.
1030 Mrs S Williams-Elliss, FYSKEZ KATUSHKA, (16a), F. 19.7.94. Gr Ch Geojoy Duke x Ch Morisco Gloriana. Breeder, Mr & Mrs Gilbert. Also In 931, 933, 1021.
1031 Mrs S Williams-Elliss, GLASNOST CZARINA, (16a), F. 2.8.94. Shamari Alexei x Ch Glasnost Bonnie. Breeder, Mr & Mrs Thomson. Also In 931, 933, 1021.

Class 771b. RUSSIAN BLUE KITTEN (5-9 MTHS)  
1032 Mrs Anderson  
Miss Y & Miss H Hendra, SIYKAT BOSYETTATION, (16a), F. 4.7.94. Stari Thor x Ch Siykat Starlight Moonwind. Breeder, Mrs Young. Also In 933, 969, 1021.
1033 Mr & Mrs K Walford, MORISCO JINNY BOBBIN, (16a), F. 5.5.94. Ch Sithee Doolali Tap x Ch Morisco Fanlight Fanny. Breeder, Exhibitors. Also In 923, 925, 1021.
1034 Mrs D Cartwright, MOYTOVARISCH OTTO, (16a), M. 14.6.94. Ch Sashava Alexandrou x Koykesa Melayzia. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also In 924, 930, 933, 1020.
1035 Mr S James, MOYTOVARISCH AUGUSTUS, (16a), M. 8.5.94. Lo-Dun Tagir x Moytovarisch Olga. Breeder, Mrs Cartwright. Also In 928, 939, 1020, 1030.
1036 Mrs S Young, SIYKAT STARLITE SILVRYMOON, (16a), F. 4.7.94. Stari Thor x Ch Siykat Starlight Moonwind. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also In 923, 925, 1021.

Class 772. CANCELLED. NO ENTRIES.

Class 773. USUAL ABBYSINIAN KITTEN  
1037 Mrs Hakin-Smith  
Mrs L Jones, ZANNAZA TARRAGON, (23), M. 11.7.94. Ch Satusai Jeremy x Zannanza Scarlett Ohara. Breeder, A Crane. Also In 928, 930, 968.
1038 Mrs S Clark, BARHAVEN MYCENE, (23), F. 7.5.94. Ch Abydene Butch Kassidy x Mycene Aida. Breeder, Miss Maurice. Also In 928, 931, 980, 1024.
1039 Miss J LaVine, ADOUZSH SAUCY SYBIL, (23), F. 25.7.94. Seawind Slobbergogs x Devadip Harriet. Breeder, Mrs Rathbone. Also In 928, 977, 980.
1040 Miss J LaVine, DEVADIP CLARENCE, (23), M. 3.9.94. Seawind Slobbergogs x Abyssimba Katisha. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also In 924, 977, 980.
1041 Miss H Nicholls, SEAWIND SHAZAM, (23), M. 4.6.94. Joyous Excalibur x Makeda Sheba Van Lands End. Breeder, Mrs Rose. Also In 928, 935, 980, 1030.
1042 S March, DEVADIP TODGETTE, (23), F. 3.9.94. Seawind Slobbergogs x Abyssimba Katisha. Breeder, J La Vine. Also In 931, 977, 980.
TAJENS DEVON REX & TONKINESE

AT LIMITED STUD TO FeLV NEG QUEENS

CHAMPION WRENGADE RACEYOUFORIT (33a36)
Pet name - HAGGIS. Superb stylish young male with a BEAUTIFUL REXED COAT. He has a wonderful temperament and is siring show winning kittens. HAGGIS carries Blue Chocolate & Si-Rex

TAJENS RED HOTPOKER (74d)
Tonkinese
Pet name - RED. This big soft lad is renowned for his superb temperament, producing MERIT winning kittens. RED is a second generation Tonk. He carries Blue & Chocolate

TAJENS, GOFORIT (33a36)
dob 22.4.94.
This kitten is the son of HAGGIS and is at the show today with his dad. A loveable rogue with bags of personality. A good strong head, nice eye shape. GOFORIT may be for sale to loving show home only.

Kitten and Stud enquiries always welcome at any time.
LUXURY STUD AND QUEENS QUARTERS WITH RICH COMFORTABLE LIVING. FeLV TESTING FOR VISITING QUEENS CAN BE ARRANGED. CAT CHAT WELCOME.

Tricia Jenkinson
TAJENS, 85 Atbara Road, Teddington, Middx TW11 9PA
Tel: 081 943 0067 or 0585 537066

TAYLOIS DEVON REX & TONKINESE

AT LIMITED STUD TO FeLV NEG QUEENS

DAWNSTAR TROY (33a31d)
Sire: Ikari Andy Pandy (33a31a)
Dam: Dawnstar Molly Moon (33a15d)
Pet name - AXLE. He is big and beautiful, extremely affectionate, and is looking forward to meeting some new LADIES for some moments of madness and passion. AXLE has an EXCELLENT PEDIGREE. Quality Devon Rex and Tonkinese kittens to loving permanent homes.
If you are interested in a TAYLOIS KITTEN, I shall be exhibiting DOWNSTAR TROY at the show today so cat chat welcome

ROUTH HERBERT
34 Bishops Way, Staines, Surrey
Tel: 0784 450513
TONKINESE ASSESSMENT KITTEN
Mrs M Wilson, BOWMALLY UNFORGETTABLE, (74c), M. 3.9.94. Adraysh Hey Frankie x Sylvakib Emily Maye. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also In 924, 930, 935, 968.
Dr & Mrs T Bishop, EPISCOPUSS IANTHE, (74j), F. 25.7.94. Episcopuss Caesar x Yanazan Donner. Breeder. Exhibitors. Also In 925, 931, 935, 985.
Mrs Z Shacklady, DEELANDO BELLEZA, (74c), F. 5.5.94. Ch Lusara Kagura Khan x Shermese Deeland Deelight. Breeder. Exhibitor. Also In 925, 931, 935.

Class 785. CANCELLED. NO ENTRIES.

Foreign Neuters

RUSSIAN BLUE NEUTER, MALE
Mrs Shrouder-May
Mrs J Noble, VESTISLER BLUE THUNDER, (16a), M.N. 17.2.91. Denilianne Blue Sovereign x Lavengro Blue Mist. Breeder, Miss Warwick. Also In 941, 960, 1022.
Mrs K Emrage, STARI SIERRA SUNRISE, (16a), M.N. 9.3.94. Stari Thor x Stari Blue Camelia. Breeder, Mr & Mrs Buckridge. Also In 952, 1022.
Mrs S Williams-Ellis, SEODOR MAXIM, (16a), M.N. 10.5.92. Loc-Dun Tagir x Seodor Viktoria. Breeder, Mrs Rodgers. Also In 943, 956, 960, 1022.

RUSSIAN BLUE NEUTER, FEMALE
Mrs Shrouder-May
Mrs J Scales, PR CURTILLA MARINA, (16a), F.N. 6.11.92. Loc-Dun Tagir x Ch Denillanne Tsara. Breeder, Mr & Mrs Curtis. Also In 801a, 945, 956, 1023.
Mrs J Armstrong, PR ARDRAM CHOVCNNOVA, (16a), F.N. 24.7.92. Ch ARdrman Danilin x Ardram Schevenskova. Breeder, Mrs Draper. Also In 801a, 956, 1023.
Miss Y & Miss H Hendra, GR PR SIYKAT BOSLUBAON, (16a), F.N. 5.7.91. Ch Harlain Nureyev x Siykat Niculenka. Breeder, Mrs Young. Also In 801a, 970a, 1023.

USUAL ABYSSINIAN NEUTER, MALE
Mr Schmitter
Mrs C Symonds, YACOBAR HAZIR, (23), M.N. 18.3.92. Gr Ch Mikkar Africansummer x Gr Ch Annera Ula. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also In 941, 947a, 978, 981.
Mrs B Mead, PR PANDALEE EASY RIDER, (23), M.N. 17.10.89. Charriet Cupid x Adixish Belem Topaz. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also In 800, 943, 947a.

USUAL ABYSSINIAN NEUTER, FEMALE
Mr Schmitter
Mr & Mrs N Stevenson, GR PR NORJACK HOLY, (23), F.N. 6.10.90. Bastis Ashanto x Ch Norjack Lady Cleo. Breeder, Exhibitors. Also In 801a, 947a, 981.

SORREL ABYSSINIAN NEUTER, MALE
Miss Coleman
Mr T Jones, JANEENA RED HOTCHILLI, (23a), M.N. 5.5.92. Satusai Nelson x Ch Emarelle Mae West. Breeder, Miss Curtis. Also In 941, 943, 956, 960, 981.
Not Entered In This Class:
Mrs G Doherty, PR FAIRPORT TAM LIN, (23a), M.N. 27.5.92. Gr Ch Abyglen Admiral x Ch Craiglynn Belinda Lou. Breeder, Mr & Mrs Parkin. Also In 800, 943, 978, 990, 1031.

SORREL ABYSSINIAN NEUTER, FEMALE
Miss Coleman
Mrs C Jones, LIBELLA LUCYLASTIC, (23a), F.N. 14.3.91. Gr Ch Libella Lawton x Ch Libella Limbarela. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also In 947a, 952, 981.

Classes 792 & 793. CANCELLED. NO ENTRIES.

223
Class 800. FOREIGN GRAND PREMIER NEUTER, MALE

Mrs Wilding

1090  Mrs B Mead, PR PANDALEE EASY RIDER, (23), M.N.
1093  Mrs G Doherty, PR FAIRPORT TAM LIN, (23a), M.N.
1095  Mrs V Barclay, PR VERYANN MERLINS MAGIC, (33 36), M.N.
1096  Mr & Mrs P Arnold, CH & PR PAPAVER PRIapus, (33 36b), M.N.
1097  Miss P Pollard, GR PR YUNTHA YOORAMI, (33 19), M.N.
1099  Miss C Johnson, GR PR SIDEREAL CLEETH STEREN, (33 36), M.N.
1100  Miss P Weissman, GR CH & GR PR ADHUSH ANAK BARONG, (33 31a), M.N.
1101  Mr S Johnson, GR PR PENDORRIC MARQUIS, (33 15), M.N.
1107  Mrs S Sibley, CH & GR PR REXIVEL BERGENCADET, (33a18), M.N.

Class 801a. FOREIGN GRAND PREMIER NEUTER, FEMALE

Mrs Kilby

1086  Mrs J Scales, PR CURTILLA MARINA, (16a), F.N.
1087  Mrs J Armstrong, PR ARDRAM CHOVCONOVA, (16a), F.N.
1088  Miss Y & Miss H Hendra, GR PR SIYKAT BOSLUBAON, (16a), F.N.
1091  Mr & Mrs N Stevenson, GR PR NORJACK HOLY, (23), F.N.
1102  Mrs L Sturge, PR GREMACA GUNSNROSES, (33 36e), F.N.
1108  Mr & Mrs J Soper, PR LORRENTINO LOVEISBLUE, (33a36a), F.N.

Non Premiership Classes

Classes 802 to 804. CANCELLED. NO ENTRIES.

Class 805. ABYSSINIAN ASSESSMENT NEUTER

Mrs Van Winsiens

1112  Mr & Mrs C Patey, CHARRIET CLAIR DELUNE, (23e), F.N. 3.4.90. Charriet Cupid x Emarelle Marguerite. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also In 947a, 978, 981.

Class 806. ASIAN TABBY NEUTER, MALE

Mrs Shrouder-May

1114  Mrs G Burdon, BALLEGO HALLOTHERE, (72 45b), M.N. 26.2.94. Ch Ballego MC Principal x Ballego Betty Boo. Breeder, Mrs Gillies. Also In 949, 952, 953, 958.

Class 807. ASIAN TABBY NEUTER, FEMALE

Mrs Shrouder-May

1115  Mr L Baldwin, ADDEISH GABRIELS FIRE, (72 45b), F.N. 20.7.92. Gr Ch Rusella Sea Spray x Elanay Elara. Breeder, Mrs Baldwin. Also In 941, 950, 960, 970a, 1031.

Class 808. ASIAN SMOKE, BURMILLA NEUTER, MALE

Mrs Kilby

1116  D Boag, BALLEGO COLORME BADD, (72 43msq), M.N. 25.8.91. Lasiesta Nutcracker x Ballego Betty Boo. Breeder, Mrs Gillies. Also In 949, 960, 965.

Classes 809 & 810. CANCELLED. NO ENTRIES.

Class 811. ASIAN GROUP, TIFFANIE ASSESSMENT NEUTER

Mrs Shrouder-May

1117  Mrs J Thurman, BORONGA BLACK OTHELLO, (72), M.N. 24.9.93. Gr Ch Adversane Aramis x Boronga Black Savahra. Breeder, Mrs Impson. Also In 953, 954, 958.

Class 812. TONKINESE ASSESSMENT NEUTER

Miss Cunningham

1118  C Poole, ADDEISH CLARINATH OBERON, (74c), M.N. 18.4.92. Adraysh Stormbringer x Artro Lilac Liliet. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also In 941, 943, 947a, 955.
TonkiTu
Tonkinese

Beautiful, healthy and happy KITTENS
sometimes available from our lovely Merit
winning Queens.

HERE TODAY:

WONG MEI
(Beryl)
2nd Gen. RED
THE CURRENT TOP WINNING TONKINSESE

XIN WUN
(Rastus)
2nd Gen CREAM
A sweet and gentle young man who is here
today at the WORLD OF CATS Exhibition
in the Gallery

AT HOME:

MEILAI TU
(Ami)
2nd Gen RED

OAKVIL TEMPURA
(Alli)
1st Gen CREAM

OLI TU
(Olei)
2nd Gen RED

KITTEN ENQUIRIES & 'CAT CHAT' WELCOME.

Doreen R. Burke
0271-863849 or 0585-542161 (Mobile)

Mrs J Martin, EPISCOPEUSS FERNAND, (74f), M.N. 01.07.93. Elipsopus Caesar
x Adhuish Mall Creme. Breeder, Dr & Mrs Bishop. Also in 943, 949, 958, 985, 990.
Mrs L Macias, ADDEIIEH BLUEBERRR FORTUNE, (74a), M.N. 01.12.91
Adhuish Alias x Chimoza Maiway. Breeder, Mr & Mrs Mousden. Also in 943, 955, 960.
Mrs J Sharratt, TONKABELLA JEREMIAH JOHN, (74c), M.N. 7.5.94. Koschei
Paper Tiger x Tonkabella Dulcie Doll. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also in 943, 949, 963.
Mrs R Gates, CAIYAT CASTASPELL, (74b), M.N. 21.2.94. Talofupus Andreole
x Adnsh Su-Lian. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also in 943, 947a, 953, 954, 985.

Class 813. CANCELLED. NO ENTRIES.

Open Classes
Oriental Section
Oriental Adults

Class 814. HAVANA ADULT, MALE
Mrs J Higgins
Mrs C Wooller, CH RIMANA SANGRIA, (29), M. 6.10.93. Sayonara Method
Camphoines x Bansuki Soomatra Empress. Breeder, Mr & Mrs Ward. Also in
829, 904, 914.

Class 815. HAVANA ADULT, FEMALE
Mrs J Higgins
Mrs D Woodhouse, CH DORAL NAOMI, (29), F. 7.10.92. Gr Ch Lynavon
Sorceres Aprentice x Ch Shonag Corolla. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also in 830, 901, 999.

Class 816. CANCELLED. NO ENTRIES.

Class 817. ORIENTAL LILAC ADULT, FEMALE
Mr Schmitter
Mrs B Brown, LYNAVON CHANTILLYLACE, (29c), F. 20.3.93. Gr Ch Lynavon
Sorceres Aprentice x Lynavon Fleurdelay. Breeder, Mr & Mrs Armstrong. Also in
897, 907, 913, 972, 999.

Class 818. FOREIGN WHITE ADULT, MALE
Mr Schmitter
Mrs J Bauerfeind, CH SHIMILEETA BOHEMIANPRINCE, (35), M. 1.12.93.
Sup UK Gr Ch Shimileeta Sapphireprince x Shimileeta Silvalicia. Breeder, Exhibitor. Also in 829, 900, 911, 914, 971.

Mrs S Riley, SHANTAI SNOW PRINCE, (35), M. 8.9.93. Pyragual Vaguey Noble
x Ch Chawalet Mystic Moonstone. Breeder, Mrs Girdler. Also in 896, 904, 910, 914, 919.